CASE STUDY:
MEETING EMPLOYEES WHERE THEY
ARE WITH HYPERTENSION & STROKE
EDUCATION
THE OPPORTUNITY
More than half of U.S adults have high blood pressure.
COVID-19 has further exacerbated the challenges of
managing chronic diseases such as hypertension, while also
creating new risks.
COVID-19 also forced Mortenson Construction Company to
adjust how they reach employees working from home, and as
part of that, how to support employee health. With 70% of
heart attacks occurring at home, we know that families play a
critical role in the emergency response during cardiac events.

THE ACTION
Mortenson recognized a unique opportunity to include families in
life-saving education and teamed with the American Heart
Association to provide a virtual blood pressure and stroke
awareness training during the company’s morning safety huddle.
Leadership encouraged employees to invite their families and
partners join the virtual workshop, further increasing the reach in
their communities.
During a 30 minute virtual training, the AHA presented on:
Know Your Numbers - including guidance on how to
accurately use a self-monitoring blood pressure cuff at home
Consequences of high blood pressure and recognizing
warning signs and symptoms of stroke
Lifestyle adjustments to help you reach your blood pressure
goal

KEY LEARNINGS
MEET YOUR EMPLOYEES WHERE THEY ARE
Leading this training during a pandemic presented challenges
with the workforce not being in one place. Rather than not offering
this benefit to all employees, Mortenson was committed to
reaching employees in a way that worked for them. That meant
being innovative with a digital approach that ensured the
education was engaging, easily digestible and informative.

DON'T LIMIT YOUR AUDIENCE - BRING IN FAMILIES & FRIENDS
When possible, incorporating family and friends into health
conversations helps reinforce the message, encourages
accountability and increases the likelihood of positive behavior
change.

" Thank you! I was
just discussing this with
my significant other.
We have a blood
pressure machine but
were never sure if we
were using it correctly."
- Workshop participant, June 2020

In this case study, hypertension
education was supported by AHA
as part of sponsorship investment
in Hard Hats with Heart.

